
ADAPTABLE SOLUTIONS 
FOR LEARNING WITHOUT 
BOUNDARIES

STUDENT FURNITURE FOR ALL 
LEARNING STRATEGIES
Learning without boundaries requires 
flexibility. Student-centered, active learning 
needs adaptable furnishings. Fun, mobile 
classroom furniture is easily reconfigured 
to accommodate teaching styles, student 
spaces, collaboration centers and more!

Project Based Learning
Work in teams on long-term 
projects that investigate 
real-life problems or 
challenging questions

Active Learning
Engages students in the 
learning process

Collaborative Learning
Brings together small 
teams of students with 
different levels of ability

Lecture Based Learning
Teacher centered 
presentation strategy 
where students learn 
by listening

shape
TABLES



+Endless Possibilities
These fun, imaginative and mobile friendly shape 
tables can easily reconfigure to create a wide 
range of individual or group layouts.  Create 
an infinite array of solutions to meet the needs 
of various teaching styles, student spaces, 
collaboration stations and more!

M I X  +  M AT C H

Durable Worksurfaces
High pressure laminates 
(including markerboard!) 
and coordinated edging  

in a variety of colors

Compliance
> Tested to applicable ANSI/BIFMA Furniture Standards
> Indoor Advantage™ Gold. Indoor air quality certified to  
   SCS-EC10.3-2014

Made in the U.S.A.
Built to last with reliable  

Artcobell quality and durability.for more ideas, 
visit artcobell.com

Sit or Stand
Adjustable legs in  

three heights: 15"-20",  
19" - 29" and 27"-42"

Leg Color 
Coordinate leg finishes with a 

variety of powder coat paint and 
chrome options

Designed to Move
Standard with 3/4" nylon 

leveling glides and optional 
50mm dual soft wheel casters



+Endless Possibilities
These fun, imaginative and mobile friendly shape 
tables can easily reconfigure to create a wide 
range of individual or group layouts.  Create 
an infinite array of solutions to meet the needs 
of various teaching styles, student spaces, 
collaboration stations and more!

M I X  +  M AT C H

for more ideas, 
visit artcobell.com

Made in the U.S.A.
Built to last with reliable  

Artcobell quality and durability.

Group in Pods
Shapes that are marked with a star     are 
part of a collection of organic shapes that 

work individually or intuitively combine with 
others. Shapes that are marked with a  

circle     work as stand-alone units or 
combine to create engaging, inclusive  

areas for group activities.

Expanse

Multi-Media

Chevron

Nebula Gravity

Round

Trapezoid Star

Kidney

Half Moon

4PPuddle

Crescent

Nova

Square

RectangleAperture 3P-120 HorseshoeHalf-Round

Gem Chain

Flower



Shape Tables | Legs + Casters
Choose the right legs for your tables. Available in a variety of color options. Add casters for mobility!

Model Description
DTLP-4AJP Juvenile Height Leg Kit, Adjustable 15"-20"
DTLP-4ATP Table Height Leg Kit, Adjustable 19"-29"
DTLP-4ATP.3W Wheelbarrow Legs, Adjustable 19"-29", 2 Glides/2 Casters
DTLP-4ASP Standing height leg kit, Adjustable 27"-42"
DTLP-4F25 25" Fixed Leg
DTLP-4F27 27" Fixed Leg
DTLP-4F29 29" Fixed Leg
TA-CPMS50T4 50mm casters, Titanium, for DTLP legs, 4pk
TA-CPS4 50mm casters, Black for DTLP legs, 4pk

Made in the U.S.A.
Built to last with reliable  

Artcobell quality and durability.
for more ideas, 
visit artcobell.com



Shape Table | T-Legs
Choose the right T-Leg for your shape tables
Model 18" 24" 30" 36"

DTT-SQ36E ✓

DTT-RC1848E ✓

DTT-RC1860E ✓

DTT-RC1872E ✓

DTT-RC2436E ✓

DTT-RC2448E ✓

DTT-RC2460E ✓

Model 18" 24" 30" 36"

DTT-RC2472E ✓

DTT-RC3048E ✓

DTT-RC3060E ✓

DTT-RC3072E ✓

DTT-RC3660E ✓

DTT-RC3672E ✓

Made in the U.S.A.
Built to last with reliable  

Artcobell quality and durability.
for more ideas, 
visit artcobell.com


